EASY AND FLEXIBLE HEATING CONTROL FROM DEALE BOILERS
At Ideal Boilers we believe in complete comfort and the last thing you should worry about is your heating. With our Ideal Halo controls you can manage the heating in your home to suit your lifestyle.
MAKING LIFE EASY, BY KEEPING THINGS SIMPLE

IDEAL HALO COMBI RF

Designed specifically to work with your Ideal Boiler, Ideal Halo Combi RF is a wireless programmable room thermostat that provides simple and easy heating control.

The Halo kit includes the Smart Interface that easily plugs directly into the front of the boiler and communicates wirelessly with the Halo control.

For the installer, Halo is all about making life easy. With a fast and straightforward "plug, pair and play" install sequence it can be fitted in minutes. Other features such as the Override button, diagnostic LEDs on the Smart Interface and the "identify" function to check local system connections all provide straightforward technical support.

Halo is packed full of features that provide easy and efficient heating control. Flexible scheduling, override, plus hours, fault notifications, holiday mode and child lock all put you in control.

For the installer, Halo is all about making life easy. With a fast and straightforward "plug, pair and play" install sequence it can be fitted in minutes. Other features such as the Override button, diagnostic LEDs on the Smart Interface and the "identify" function to check local system connections all provide straightforward technical support.
Compact and contemporary, Halo is designed to blend into any home.

Inconspicuously mounted to the wall or discretely desktop mounted using the stand, Halo will complement a wide range of homes and interiors.

A large, clear, colour screen and intuitive dial and button interface blends ease of use with stylish aesthetics.

STYLISH AND EFFICIENT HEATING CONTROL
The Ideal Halo Combi Wi-Fi is an internet connected wireless programmable room thermostat, designed to work specifically with your Ideal Boiler.

Halo Wi-Fi allows heating control anytime, anywhere through the flexible and intuitive Halo app. With features such as geolocation and compatibility with smart home assistants such as Amazon Alexa and Google Home, Halo provides smart, intelligent heating control.

For the installer, Halo Wi-Fi is simple to install without the need for a separate Wi-Fi gateway. Simply plug and pair the Smart Interface and Halo and then follow the step-by-step guidance in the Halo app to link Halo to the home Wi-Fi.

Search for Ideal Halo on your smartphone or tablet’s app store and download for free.
CONTROL YOUR HEATING ON THE GO

Download the Ideal Halo app from the App Store or Google Play for easy, flexible, app controlled heating.
Monitor and adjust your heating wherever you are with the Halo app.

Whether you want to adjust your heating schedules, turn up your heating remotely or turn down your heating when you’re running late, the intuitive and easy to use Halo app allows you to access your heating from any location.

Set up to 6 heating schedules per day.

Know when your heating is off.

See when you’re heating your home.

Set schedule to:
- **OFF**
- **5.0°**
- **20.0°**

Target Temperature until 7.00 am.

Living Room
- **15.0°** at 7.00 am
- **20.0°**

EASY AND FLEXIBLE APP CONTROLLED HEATING

Halo is designed to perfectly complement your Ideal boiler. It will notify you of your boiler’s health, highlight any faults, and provide easy access to Ideal Boilers customer services when needed.

Halo Combi Wi-Fi provides smart support by sending data from your boiler to Ideal Boiler’s state-of-the-art customer service centre, so we can see technical data in real time when you call us.
Have voice controlled heating by combining Halo with your smart home assistant. No need to even move from the sofa if you’re feeling chilly, simply tell Halo to turn the heating up.

AMAZON ECHO AND ALEXA
Link Halo Wi-Fi to Alexa in the Amazon Alexa app by downloading the Halo skill. Then tell Alexa what to do; turn the heating up, down or even check the temperature.

GOOGLE HOME
Halo Wi-Fi also works with the Google Home assistant. Find the Halo skill in the Google assistant app and say “Okay Google...make it warmer!”

Halo Combi Wi-Fi required for smart home assistant compatibility.
Geolocation automatically controls your heating based on your location so you only use it when you need to.

By linking your smartphone location to Halo it will intelligently control your heating so it is only on when you’re in the house. When you leave, the heating will automatically switch off to save energy.

Geolocation works for busy families or those with no set routine, to tailor your heating to your lifestyle. No more heating an empty home when you’re running late, or returning to a cold house if you get home earlier than planned.

You can link multiple phones and devices to the Halo app meaning it will adjust the heating based on everyone’s location, only turning the heating on when someone is at home, or switching off when the last person leaves.

Geolocation is easy to configure in the Halo app. Pinpoint your exact home location and set boundaries for controlling your heating.

*Halo Combi Wi-Fi required for geolocation.
WE BELIEVE IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY

BOILER PLUS

Boiler Plus is a set of standards implemented in April 2018. These standards, for replacement combi boilers, require installation of time and temperature controls as well as an additional energy efficiency feature from a list of four options.

Combining style with energy efficiency, Halo works seamlessly with your Ideal Boiler to provide enhanced load compensation, an energy efficient measure recognised by the Boiler Plus legislation.

Enhanced load compensation helps to control your boiler in an efficient manner to reach and maintain the target temperature without using excess energy.

Halo Combi Wi-Fi also classifies as a smart control with automation and optimisation, another energy efficiency measure listed under Boiler Plus.

WE BELIEVE IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
**EASY TO INSTALL**
- Fast and simple to install, no wiring, simply plug, pair and play
- Straightforward pairing process
- Zigbee wireless control with robust signal
- Wall bracket, desk stand and trim plate in the box for flexible locating
- Automatic device setup walkthrough sequence on power up
- Easy Wi-Fi setup using the Halo app*
- Load compensation provides easy Boiler Plus compliance
- Direct connection from Smart Interface to home Wi-Fi*

**EASY TO USE**
- Large, clear, colour screen
- Easy to find and understand fault messaging
- Easy problem solving with diagnostics LEDs and Override button on boiler mounted Smart Interface
- Designed specifically to work with Ideal Boilers
- Easy to set heating schedules with up to 6 events per day
- Easy and flexible app controlled heating*
- Easy to use turn and tap interface

**EASY TO LIVE WITH**
- 2 years warranty
- Easily adjustable schedule to fit any lifestyle
- Compact and contemporary design
- Designed to be discrete; place anywhere to blend into the home
- Designed to make life simple with holiday mode and child lock
- Maintain boiler health with on screen service and fault notifications
- Tested by householders to ensure reliability
- Smart home compatibility; easy heating control with Amazon Alexa or Google Home*
- Geolocation for lifestyle based heating, only heat the home when it’s occupied*
- Frost protection for winter boiler and system protection
- Smart support automatically sends data to Ideal Boiler’s customer service centre

*Ideal Halo Combi Wi-Fi only